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Peculiar hercynite-karnacite aggregates were found in the matrix of the o r b  chondrite Yamato- 
82133 (H3). These objects consist of kamacite, hercynite, and, sometimes an alumina (corundum?). It was 
shown that these phases crystallized simultaneously. 

W e d  petrological studies on the ordinary chondrite Yanlato-82133(H3) resulted in detection of 
specific aggregates: regulary set intergrowths of hercynite and kamacite, sometimes in association with 
alumina (Al203). In these textures, kamacite sharply prevails over hercynite and, especially, over Al2O3, 
the two latter minerals occurring as triangular shapes in the apexes of fractures in kamacite set at angles 

60'. These objects ubiquitously occur in the chondrite matrix in the interstitial position between silicate 
chondrules (Fig. 1); sometimes they form rounded chondrulelike separations (Fig.2), ranging from 300 up to 
1500 jhn, and, sometimes, veins, crossing the chondrules. These chondrules show no signs of shock 
metamorphism. The hercynite-kamacite objects (HKO) are intensely replaced by oxidized iron, and the 
replacement of the kamacite occurs both along a network of submicron hctures set at angles of 60' and 
irregularly shaped and oriented veinlets, in HKO. The veinlets strongly vary in thickness, can merge and 
form thus areas of total replacement. Relict grains of hercynite and A1203 survive in these areas; they 
retain their triangular habits or evolve to irregularly shaped grains in the areas of total replacement. 

Rounded grains of C1-apatite and whitlockite (up to 10 pm in diameter) are typical of HKO. 
The kamacite contains 3.6 - 4.4 % Ni and 0.6 - 1.0 % Co. There are rare elongated grains of a 

taenite (24 - 47 % Ni and - 0.3 % Co). Kamacite grains are broken by a system of submicron fractures, 

crossed at angles of about 60' along which kamacite is replaced by oxidized iron. Grains of the taenite are 
oriented similarly. It is possible to explain the formation of the above-discribed textures, regularly oriented 
relative to kamacite crystals either as deformational [2] or as a texture similar to Widmanstatten pattern. 
Such textures are widely known in metallurgy (martensite texture of steel and etc.) and are explained by the 
formation of equilibrum or nonequilibrurn phases at supercooling, when strong stress appears in crystals of 
the alloy under the action of which the transformation is oriented only along certain planes and directions in 
crystals of the initial exsolving phase. This results in acicular or, more specifically lamellar textures. 

Discrete platelets of the newly formed phase are often set at 60 or 120' to one another. At the same time, 
as well known from metallurgy [2], magnetic Fe - A1 - Ni alloys are homogeneous crystalline solutions at 
high temperature but dissolve into two solutions with the same lattice but merent parameters during 
supercooling, through quenching. Naturally, that at the subsequent replacement of the kamacite by oxidized 
iron iirst occurs at deformation sites and boundaries of two phases. Unfortunatelly, it is not certain which 
of the two mechanisms is more realistic, since the fracture networks are of submicron size. 

The hercMite forms triangular grains up to 5-7 p n  (Fig. 3). Its composition is described by the 
formula Fe1.04All.gg04. Hercynite analyses frequently show an excess of both iron and nickel in the 
udahedral coordination. As can be seen under optical microscope, the hercynite contains abundante fine 
dissemination of an opaque grains, which seems to be submicroil separations of kamacite (or b i t e  
melt), captured during the hercynite crystallization. 

The alumina contains up to 18 % of iron and forms triangular grains up to 8 p. It is known that 
at the high-temperature (1400°C) corundum can contain up to 20 wt% Fe2O3, but the excess of cations in 
A1203 formula and the dark submicron separations observed under optical microscope argue for the iron 
was rather captured by the crystallizing alumina, siminarly as it occurred with inclusions in the hercynite. 

The hercynitecorundum assemblage in metallic iron is quite common and was described in detail 
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in ferrous metallurgy. It was observed in high-alumina refractories after their interaction with steel [3]. 
Furthermore, it is well known [4] that corundum forms as a harmfbl impurity in steel at the expense of the 
metal aluminium added to the steel for deoxidizing the metal. 

A diagram Fe - Al - 0 (Fig. 4, [I]) confirms the possibility of such a paragenesisis even under a 
moderate (1000~C) temperature. Observed obvious crystallographic orientation of the HKO texture in 
which hercynite and alumina (corundum?) crystals are oriented relative to karnacite permits a conclusion 
that these phases crystallized simultaneously. 
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Fig; 4 

Firmre ca~tions: Fig. 1. Back-scattered electron image (Camscan 4DV) showing the relationships 
between silicate chondrules and a hercynite-kamacite aggregate. Fig. 2. Back-scattered electron image of a 
rounded chondrulelike hercynite-karnacite object. Fig. 3. Back-scattered electron image of the HKO 
structure (fragment fig. 1). Km-kamacite, Her-hercynite, Al-alumina, gray-oxidized iron. Fig. 4. Diagram 

showing phase relationships in the Fe - Al - 0 system at 1 0 0 0 ~ ~ [ 1 ] ,  1 - Bulk chernisties of HKO. 
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